Minimize risk of rework, warranty and recall costs

Reduced risk of liability claims and reputation damages

Atlas Copco Tool Calibration provides:

- Traceability assurance of the production process
- Minimize risk of rework, warranty and recall costs
- Reduced risk of liability claims and reputation damages

Secure your quality – reduce defects in production.
Neglecting tool calibration, often leads to:

- No traceability and lack of proof in liability issues
- Quality issues and customer dissatisfaction
- Risk of costly rework and recalls
Deliverables

- Atlas Copco Tool Calibration* certificates following global and national standards
- Both lab and on-site calibration services
- Functional test before calibration
- Calibration including adjustment where applicable
- Performed only with traceable reference equipment
- Calibration due-date reminder
- Retrievable calibration certificates for at least 10 years

*Atlas Copco Tool Calibration service is always included in EasyStart and ToolCover.
Atlas Copco Tool Calibration

Professional torque, angle and force calibrations increase the quality, reduce rework and risk of liability costs. Performed by our calibration experts, all Atlas Copco calibrations fulfill global and national requirements.